In order to study the distribution of lattice elastic microstresses in textured metal materials, pole figures of X-ray line peak position were constructed on the basis of data, obtained by diffractometric texture measurements using a position sensitive detector. The data treatment involves recalculation of the Bragg angle 2ș ĳȥ into the relative deviation of the interplanar spacing from the weighted average level ǻd/d av . Depending on the texture character, different modes of microstress equilibrium take place. A common feature of most lattice deformation pole figures is the cross-wise pattern, consisting in alternation of quadrants with predominance of lattice elastic extension and compression. In cases of simple rolling textures, the microstress equilibrium is attained by some additional ways, among which there are breaking of texture maxima into halves with opposite signs of elastic deformation, predominance of one-sign elastic deformation within different texture maxima, development of stretched zones with opposite signs of elastic deformation at slopes of texture maxima.
INTRODUCTION
The recent development of X-ray texture diffractometry allows to see in the new light the problem of residual stresses in metal materials as well as to investigate its unexplored aspects, which are of the importance both from scientific and practical points of view. According to the generally accepted classification, residual macrostresses, or stresses of 1 st kind, are equilibrated within a volume of the whole product, whereas residual microstresses, or stresses of 2 nd kind, are equilibrated within a volume of several neighboring grains. As a rule, residual macrostresses are measured by the sin 2 ȥ-method, whereas residual microstresses are determined from values of the lattice distortion, calculated by means of the X-ray line profile analysis. However, obtained values of microstresses relate only to grains of definite orientations and give no idea concerning the distribution of microstresses and the mode of their equilibrium. Since residual microstresses are conditioned by interaction of neighboring grains, it is supposed usually that the microstress equilibrium realizes in the simplest manner, i.e. the crystalline lattice of one grain is elastically extended and the lattice of its neighbor is elastically compressed along the same direction. But in metal materials, subjected to the plastic deformation up to sufficiently high degrees, the situation proves to be much more complicated. Initial grains lose their definite orientations and break into mutually misoriented regions (subgrains, blocks, cells, coherent domains), separated by low-angle dislocation boundaries or by zones with a continuously curved lattice. At that, most grains acquire their own deformation textures, whose superposition produces the integral deformation texture of material. Processes of texture formation submit to the quite distinct regularities, and the accompanying processes of microstress redistribution are surely regular as well, though till recently they were not studied because neither the constructive understanding of the question nor appropriate experimental methods were elaborated.
The new X-ray difractometric method of Generalized Pole Figures (GPF) is aimed to investigation of the substructure inhomogeneity and the distribution of elastic microstresses in textured metal materials. This method consists in measurement and construction of pole figures for X-ray line width and peak position (WPF and PPF, respectively), which, along with usual pole figures, i.e. pole figures for X-ray line integral intensity (IPF), give a full description of the studied object in terms of diffraction parameters [1] [2] . Since parameters of the registered X-ray line (hkl) characterize the condition of the crystalline lattice in grains of the studied textured sample along the normal to the reflecting planes {hkl}, WPF{hkl} and PPF{hkl} represent the distribution of this condition in the orientational space. While the line broadening is connected with the coherent domain size and the lattice distortion, the peak position depends on the value and the sign of elastic microstresses acting along the corresponding normal <hkl> [3] . In the given paper data on microstress distribution, obtained by the GPF method, are considered as applied to textured metal materials.
Previously there were some attempts already to construct PPF. A large series of works on this theme was carried out mostly in the Karlsruhe University. Hoffmann et al. [4] [5] [6] presented distributions of lattice deformation in cold-rolled ARMCO-iron and structural steel, obtained by use of a modified ȥ-diffractometer and a position sensitive detector (PSD). However, as it was clearly stated by Maurer et al. [7] , the main aim of their studies was to elaborate a procedure, which would remove effects of the inhomogeneous microstress distribution (2 nd kind) and allow to determine reliably residual macrostresses (1 st kind) by the sin 2 ȥ-method. Therefore, they neither indicated characteristic features of the microstress distribution in rolled materials nor revealed principles, which control this distribution. Nevertheless, some obvious features of lattice deformation pole figures, presented in the above-cited works, agree with data of our paper, based on the analysis of numerous PPF's for various rolled materials.
The present condition of the X-ray diffractometric technique is characterized by further perfection both of hardware and software. When using automated texture diffractometers of a new generation with PSD and the complex of programs for computer treatment of obtained experimental data [8] , the measurement of WPF and PPF becomes a routine procedure, incomparable by its capacities with earlier ones. These capacities were used in the given work, whose aim was to systematize observed PPF's, i.e. distributions of lattice elastic deformation in several studied metal materials.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE AND DATA TREATMENT
Measurements of all presented pole figures were carried out by use of the X-ray texture diffractometer SIEMENS D500/TX equipped with a PSD and a multichannel analyzer. The simultaneous viewing angle of the PSD was 9 o , whereas the angular resolving power was chosen 0.05 o . This way, by using Cu K Į radiation, the same fragment of a diffraction spectrum for each orientation of studied samples was registered. Incomplete pole figures with an angular radius of 70 o were measured. By step-wise rotation of the sample in steps ǻĳ and ǻȥ of 5 o or 2.5 o , the total number of measurement points in the pole figure was respectively 1009 or 2017.
The subsequent computer treatment of the obtained data used a fitting procedure, consisting in the search of such X-ray line parameters, which provide a minimal difference between experimental results and their approximation, i.e. minimal fitting error [9] . The following parameters of the X-ray line were varied with the aim to minimize the fitting error: maximal intensity, half-width, peak position, proportion of Gauss and Cauchy functions in the approximating pseudo-Voigt function. The smoothed diffraction peak profile is approximated by pseudo-Voigt model functions:
where f G and f C are Gauss and Cauchy profiles, respectively:
, and x is the distance from the peak maximum. Parameters of the model function f mod (x) are determined by the minimum condition:
[f mod (x) -f exp (x)] 2 dx = Min, where f exp (x) is the experimental intensity profile.
The doublet structure of the K Į -line was taken into account. Since our interest is in the physical line profile function, it was necessary to separate it from the instrumental profile function, with which, by means of convolution, it forms the experimentally measured profile [3] . In order to obtain the instrumental function as well as the defocalization effect depending on the angle ȥ, similar measurements were carried out with a textureless annealed standard. In more detail the used procedure of data treatment is described in [2] . Here it should be underlined that calculation of the peak position on the basis of PSD data as well as construction of PPF require to fulfill the whole cycle of data treatment, necessarily including calculation of all parameters of the registered X-ray line for each position (ȥ,ĳ) of the sample. By doing so, the corresponding pole figures of different types, that is IPF, WPF and PPF, are constructed in parallel to one another.
Since each grain has several normals of the same type, lattice elastic deformations along these normals are interconnected and require the tensor description. In principle, the used approach for the first time allows to determine directly components of the deformation tensor for different grain groups within the textured polycrystal.
In order to reveal systematic features in the peak position distribution, values of the Bragg angle 2ș ĳȥ in some cases were converted into values ǻd/d av , that is the relative deviation of the interplanar spacing d ĳȥ from the weighted average level d av . This level is determined as follows:
where s ȥ is the area fraction of the stereographic projection, falling on each point by the tilt angle ȥ, and I ĳ,ȥ is the peak intensity for the point (ĳ,ȥ). In consequence of the conversion, PPF's experience some changes, connected with a conventional assumption that in points with zero intensity the value ǻd/d av is equal to zero also. As a result, regions with opposite signs of ǻd/d av prove to be visually separated.
Since calculation of d av is carried out by the incomplete pole figure, some error is inevitable, except some special cases. The error depends on texture features of the sample and decreases with decreasing fraction of normals within the invisible part of IPF as well as owing to the mutual balance of elastic microstresses directed along these normals. At the same time, the symmetric character of all obtained PPF testifies that usually the error by d av calculation does not influence the ǻd/d av distribution in the limits of the obtained part of the pole figure. By the analysis of obtained PPF, diagrams of the correlation between Generalized Pole Figures of different types can be constructed. For revealing of principles of the microstress equilibrium the correlation between PPF{hkl} and IPF{hkl} is of the main interest. In the correlation diagram values of pole density in all points of IPF{hkl} are plotted as abscissas and values of Bragg angle 2ș hkl or interplanar spacing d hkl in the corresponding points of PPF{hkl}-as ordinates.
In the given paper experimental data on the space distribution of microstrains are presented for the following materials: -single crystals of the Ti-Ni shape memory alloy (Ti-48%Ni-2%Fe), rolled in the phase B2 (BCC lattice, ordered by the CsCl type) with various initial orientations up to different deformation degrees [10] ; -cold-rolled foils of Nb (BCC lattice); -the alloy Zr-20%Nb both in rolled and annealed conditions, consisting of the BCC phase ȕ and/or the HCP phases Į or Ȧ; -cold-rolled and annealed plates from Zr-2,5%Nb alloy.
Typical distributions of the lattice elastic deformation are shown in order to demonstrate the ways, which "are chosen" by studied metal materials to attain the equilibrium of elastic microstresses.
OBSERVED MODES OF MICROSTRESS EQUILIBRIUM
Most obtained experimental data on the microstrain distribution relate to metal materials, deformed by rolling. As the rolling texture becomes more complicated, the character of microstrain distribution changes and proves to be less distinct, though retains some invariable features.
ROLLED SINGLE CRYSTALS WITH ONE-COMPONENT TEXTURE: BREAKING OF TEXTURE MAXIMA INTO HALVES WITH OPPOSITE SIGNS OF ELASTIC DEFORMATION
Rolled single crystals with a one-component deformation texture manifest the most spectacular mode of microstrain distribution and microstress equilibrium, which consists in a division of the texture maxima into two halves, characterized alternatively by opposite signs of elastic deformation, i.e. by elastic extension ("+") or compression ("-"). Typical experimental data of this kind are shown in Fig. 1 , including IPF{001}(c) for the Ti-Ni single crystal, rolled by İ = 10% in the stable initial orientation {011}<011>, a number of experimental X-ray lines (002) (b), measured at successive points within the lower texture maximum (a) in IPF{001}, and PPF{001} (d), constructed in units (ǻd/d av )×10 3 . Shown profiles of the X-ray line did not experience any treatment, but their relative positions agree with the indicated nearby values of the Bragg angle 2ș 002 , obtained later by approximation and taking into account instrumental effects. A vertical line marks the weighted average value of the Bragg angle, calculated for the whole pole figure. The crystalline lattice is extended relative its average condition within substructure blocks, giving the X-ray line with the peak at the left of this vertical mark, and it is compressed within blocks, giving the X-ray line at the right of the mark. At that, the presented data characterize the lattice condition, i.e. either extension or compression, only along axes, perpendicular to reflecting planes. The gradual shift of the registered X-ray line, as we go point-by-point through a texture maximum at a fixed tilt angle ȥ, is a direct manifestation of the inhomogeneous distribution of lattice elastic deformation, evident even before the data treatment.
It can be seen that in the center of the texture maximum the X-ray line is composed of two lines spaced apart. Sometimes this effect is more well-defined, so that there arises a distinct impression of two phases to be present in the studied sample. Such a situation is illustrated by maximum in IPF{011}. Here the third point of X-ray line measurements proved at the boundary between regions with opposite signs of elastic microstrain. As a result, both regions occur simultaneously within the PSD range of vision. Besides, an important conclusion can be made on the basis of these latter observations: both the lattice deformation and elastic microstresses change discretely, i.e. stepwise, in the orientational space, so that an obviously continuous distribution is the result of overlap together with limited angular resolution. Both IPF{001} and IPF{011} consist of isolated texture maxima, whose positions correspond to projections of axes <001> and <011> for the initial orientation of the single crystal. In both corresponding PPF all these maxima prove to be divided into approximately equal regions of elastic extension and compression. In the case of PPF{001} elastic deformation along cubic axes is distributed according the following evident principle: whilst one axis <001> of some crystalline block is placed within the region of extension, belonging to the upper texture maximum, another one of its axes <001> is in the region of compression, belonging to the lower maximum. At the same time, the elastic deformation of a neighboring block, with an orientation, close to the first one, can be reverse, i.e. compression along the axis in the upper texture maximum and extension along the axis in the lower maximum. In such a manner the single texture component of the rolled single crystal splits into two close subcomponents, differing in the distribution of tensile and compressive elastic microstrains along cubic axes. It is significant that microscopic blocks with different characters of elastic deformation are mixed in the volume of rolled single crystal, though in the orientation space blocks with the same type of elastic deformation along cubic axes are localized within the same half of texture maximum.
Owing to the observed distribution of elastic deformation along cubic axes <001>, the corresponding distribution of residual microstresses in the rolled single crystal with the initial stable orientation {011}<011> is equilibrated about diameters RD-RD and TD-TD of the pole figure, coinciding with symmetry planes of the deformation scheme by rolling. However, such mode of the microstress equilibrium in rolled single crystals is realizable only in those cases, when the arrangement of texture maxima in IPF{001} agree with the symmetry of deformation scheme. Fig. 3 demonstrates the distribution of microstresses in the single crystal, rolled by 39% in the initial stable orientation {111}<011>, which is characterized by the symmetry axis of 3 rd order, differing from that of the deformation scheme. PPF{001}for this rolled single crystal shows splitting of texture maxima into halves with opposite signs of elastic microstrains, but mutual positions of these maxima do not allow to see evidences of the microstress equilibrium about diameters of the pole figure. 
ROLLED SINGLE CRYSTAL WITH TWO-COMPONENT TEXTURE: ONE-SIGN MICROSTRAINS WITHIN TEXTURE MAXIMA
When the texture of the rolled single crystal is formed by a pair of mutually equivalent components, these components equilibrate one another owing to the predominant alternative action of extensive and compressive elastic stresses within the respective texture maxima. Fig.  4 and 5 demonstrate such a situation by the example of Ti-Ni single crystal, rolled in the initial orientation {001}<011> by the deformation degree of 58%. The rolling texture of the sample consists of two final stable components {111}<011>, having three maxima each in the IPF{001} (Fig. 4) . Maxima of these two components are labeled A and B, whereas three signs (circle, square and romb) are used to distinguish different maxima of the same set. The correlation diagrams "peak position -integral intensity" in deformation of the lattice. In this case the equilibrium of microstresses realizes due to elastic interaction of crystallites, belonging to components with opposite types of strain anisotropy.
Comparison of microstrain distributions for rolled Ti-Ni single crystals with the onecomponent texture {111}<011> (Fig. 3) and with the texture, consisting of two mutually symmetric components {111}<011> (Fig. 5) , testifies that the character of distribution and the mode of microstress equilibrium depend on texture features of the sample: whereas the onecomponent texture splits into two close subcomponents, differing in the microstrain distribution along cubic axes, in the two-component texture such splitting is absent, but its paired components differ from each other in the similar manner. Unlike the case of onecomponent texture, the majority of substructure elements, corresponding to each component, in the case of two-component texture in the limits of any texture maximum either extension or compression takes place predominantly. Exceptions are texture maxima, situated at the diameter TD-TD, where elastic microstresses, both extensive and compressive, are close to the average level. In principle, correlation diagrams in Fig. 5 characterize tensors of residual strain and stress for blocks, corresponding to different components in the texture of the rolled single crystal.
Since mutually equilibrated elastic microstresses of opposite signs are located in different texture components, it follows that crystalline blocks, corresponding to these components, are mixed in the studied volume and each block of the first component has blocks of the second component among its nearest neighbors.
TEXTURES OF ROLLED POLYCRYSTALLINE MATERIALS: ZONES WITH OPPOSITE SIGNS OF MICROSTRAIN AT SLOPES OF TEXTURE MAXIMA
Usually textures of polycrystalline metal materials, rolled up to significant deformation degrees, show developed features of axiality. This axiality consists in the stretching of texture maxima in pole figures along parallels of the stereographic projection, i.e. the developed rolling texture includes continuous successions of components with the common RD. In the general case of rolled metal materials the distribution d hkl (\M) has a rather complicated character, showing variations of ǻd/d av within a wide interval of values. A typical distribution of residual elastic microstrains is demonstrated by the example of the alloy Zr-20%Nb, which was quenched from the ȕ-region of the phase diagram and then rolled at the room temperature up to high deformation degrees. In the rolled state it consists only of ȕ-Zr with the BCC crystalline lattice and its rolling texture is usual for metal materials of this type. As it is seen in IPF{001},{011} and {111} (Fig. 6-a,c and 7-a) , the rolling texture of ȕ-Zr shows a developed axiality with the axis <011>. In the corresponding PPF, constructed either in units of the Bragg angle 2ș (Fig. 6-b,d ) or in units of relative strain ǻd/d av ( Fig. 7-b) , cross-hatched zones of increased values of 2ș and ǻd/d av are shifted relative to the texture maxima to their slopes and distributions of microstrain within first and third as well as second and forth quadrants are similar. Increased values of 2ș indicate that within the corresponding zone of orientation space the crystalline lattice is compresses along cubic axes, while decreased values of 2ș indicate to its extension. Most often zones of lattice extension and compression are aligned parallel with texture maxima in their opposite slopes. When the long narrow texture maximum is located at the center of IPF along its diameter TD-TD, as in PPF{002} and {111}, zones of elastic extension and compression form a cross-wise pattern, so that both diameters of pole figure separate zones with opposite signs of elastic deformation.
The similar type of microstrain distribution remains in the quenched rolled sample of the same alloy after annealing at 400 o C, resulting in the phase transformation ȕĺȦ, where the phase Ȧ-Zr has the HCP crystalline lattice. IPF(0001) Ȧ and PPF('d 0001 /d av ) Ȧ are presented in Fig. 7-c,d . By the phase transformation ȕĺȦ the orientation relationship {111} ȕ || (0001) Ȧ is fulfilled [11] and, as a result, IPF(0001) Ȧ practically coincides with IPF{111} ȕ . But whereas the lattice condition of ȕ-Zr grains with some orientation is determined by microstrain values in 4 points of PPF('d 111 /d av ) ȕ , corresponding to orientations of all axes <111>, the lattice condition of Ȧ-Zr grains is characterized by a microstrain value only in one point of IPF('d 0001 /d av ) Ȧ . Nevertheless, Fig. 7 testifies, that the derivative Ȧ-phase inherits the mode of elastic microstrain distribution, formed in the original ȕ-phase by rolling. According to the estimation, some local increase of the lattice elastic deformation takes place by the phase transformation ȕĺȦ: the total area of regions, where Ňǻd/dŇ>0.2, becomes larger. Since both the HCP Ȧ-phase and the BCC ȕ-phase show the same cross-wise pattern of elastic stress distribution, it is evident, that this pattern does not depend on the lattice symmetry or the number of equivalent axes, but is determined by factors of the other kind.
In the most general case pole figures of rolled metal materials have rather large regions of scattering. As the area of IPF, where intensity values exceed the background level, increases, the PPF character loses its clearness and becomes more complicated. Sometimes such an effect is connected with the coexistence of texture components, formed at successive stages of rolling due to operation of different micromechanisms of plastic deformation. However, even in those cases, when the distribution of lattice elastic deformation seems to be rather random, a predominance of extensive or compressive stresses remains often evident within alternating quadrants of PPF. In Fig. 8 IPF and PPF are presented for a foil of Nb, whose rolling texture contains components of different types and shows a significant scattering formed by disperse crystallites with intermediate orientations. Along with components {001-113-112}<011>, which are usual for the rolling texture of BCC metals, the component {011}<001> is present in the texture of the studied foil. Some additional mechanism of plastic deformation is supposed to be responsible for development of the latter component, so that its substructure features differ from those of the main set [2] . Besides that, maxima of different components are almost overlapping in the IPF of both types, i.e. {001} and {011}. As a result, the given distributions of axes are essentially more complicated, than those presented above. Correspondingly, the distribution of elastic deformation loses its regular character. Nevertheless, it retains the cross-wise pattern, i.e. quadrants, showing predominant extension, alternate in the PPF with quadrants, showing predominant compression. This cross-wise pattern, as a common feature of most presented PPF's, is an experimental fact, which seems to be unpredictable on the basis of mental models. When taking into account, that revealed microstrains are conditioned by residual elastic microstresses, it becomes evident, that the observed distribution of microstrains in the orientation space is determined by requirements of the microstress equilibrium. Then alternation of quadrants with predominance of extensive or compressive elastic deformation along crystallographic axes of the same kind is conditioned by mutual equilibration of corresponding elastic stresses, located in microvolumes with mutually symmetric orientations, relatively symmetry planes of the deformation scheme. In the case of deformation by rolling, these symmetry planes are presented in the pole figure as its diameters RD-RD and TD-TD; the third symmetry plane coincides with the plane of projection. The found principle of microstress equilibrium proves to be the following: operation of extensive elastic stress in each microvolume along axis <hkl> is balanced by operation of compressive stress along similar axes in microvolumes with symmetric orientations relatively planes RD-RD and TD-TD.
REDISTRIBUTION OF ELASTIC MICROSTRESSES UNDER RECRYSTALLIZATION OF ROLLED MATERIALS
By the example of commercial Zr-based alloys Zr-1%Nb and Zr-2,5%Nb it was shown, that recrystallization of the dominant D-Zr phase only weakens elastic microstrains, originated by development of the deformation texture, but does not remove it completely. Removal of residual stress is very actual as applied to products from commercial Zr-based alloys in connection with their usage as responsible construction elements in the nuclear industry. The final heat treatment of these products is aimed to attain the stability of their structure and to remove residual stresses of all kinds. The recrystallization is usually believed to satisfy these requirements, since experimental evidences of its efficiency are restricted by those, accessible by standard methods of structure characterization. However, usage of the X-ray method of Generalized Pole Figures allows to investigate this question in more details.
Plates of Zr-1%Nb and Zr-2.5%Nb alloys were obtained by plain and transverse cold rolling by H = ~55% of bars, which were cut out from the annealed slab 2 mm in thickness. The direction of cold rolling coincided either with the rolling direction (RD) of the initial slab or with its transverse direction (TD). All plates were annealed in the evacuated vessel at 580qC during 3h, so that in both alloys the recrystallization of the dominant D-Zr phase took place. The full cycle of X-ray measurements as applied to all plates was carried out twice, that is after rolling and after annealing. The X-ray study was preceded by etching of samples, aimed to remove the surface layer ~40 Pm in thickness.
In Fig. 9 incomplete IPF and PPF are presented for studied samples both in rolled and recrystallized conditions. All PF were constructed by parameters of the X-ray line (0004) The plate, obtained by transverse rolling, has the texture with predominance of components (0001)r15qy20qND-RD <10.L>, stable by intermediate deformation degrees [12] . By recrystallization it transforms into the texture of the central type. In the case of plain o ND-TD <10.0>. The following recrystallization does not change the type of this texture, but the angular distance of texture maxima from ND additionally increases (Fig.  9-e, g ).
As for elastic microstrains, both by transverse and plain rolling an essential redistribution of elastic compression and extension along basal axes takes place in the course of recrystallization, resulting in the change of the mode of microstress equilibrium. In rolled plates the distribution of residual microstrains agrees with the above-described principle, i.e. in PPF('c/c av ) regions of lattice compression and extension along axes <0001> are situated predominantly on opposite sides from the diameter TD-ND-TD, whereas in recrystallized plates the region of elastic compression is localized in the center of PPF and regions of elastic extension are shifted to the plane TD-RD (Fig. 9-b,d ) . Thus, recrystallization removes traces of rolling in the distribution of elastic microstrains, reflected in symmetry features of PPF('c/c av ). The character of this distribution after recrystallization is controlled only by the shape of product.
Recrystallization results in the decrease of the average elastic microstrain, but nevertheless there are regions in PPF('c/c av ) for recrystallized samples, where 'c/c av attains rather high values, comparable with those for as-rolled samples (Fig. 10) . Since the recrystallization texture includes a wide spectrum of grain orientations, a significant mutual misorientation of neighboring grains is probable. Therefore essential microstrains can arise by meeting of neighboring growing grains and, as a result, a local elastic deformation and an increase of the dislocation density take place within boundary regions. However changes of lattice parameters by recrystallization are connected not only with redistribution of microstrains, but also with annealing of lattice defects and redistribution of alloying components. In particular, the observed increase phase diagram [10] . Therefore, the difference in average values of c-parameter between rolled and annealed samples proves to be greater for the alloy with the higher content of Nb (2.5%). The symmetry of distributions testifies, that each point (\M) of IPF{002} for Nb or PF(0001) for D-Zr has its pair (\M)*, characterized by the same integral intensity I 002 or I 0002 and by the elastic deformation 'd/d av of the same absolute value with the opposite sign. Hence, measured PPF's are formed by Xray reflections from grains (subgrains, coherent domains and the like), whose crystal lattice experiences alternatively elastic deformations of opposite signs relative to the average level, determined by elastic macrostress. This result is a direct experimental evidence of the equilibrium of residual elastic microstresses within the volume of reflecting grains.
MANIFESTATION OF MICROSTRESS EQUILIBRIUM IN CORRELATION DIAGRAMS PPF -IPF
Since elastic microstresses, or residual stresses of 2-nd kind, by definition are equilibrated within several neighbouring grains [4] , the volume irradiated by texture diffractometric measurements is sufficiently large to satisfy conditions for this equilibrium. Therefore, the symmetric shape of correlation diagrams between PPF 2T hkl and IPF I hkl seems to be quite natural by any concrete distribution of elastic microstrains both in usual and orientation spaces.
It should be noted, that a precision of X-ray experimental evidences, confirming the regular symmetric character of residual microstress distributions, is inevitably restricted by a number of factors, among which there are the following: insufficient statistics, incomplete pole figures, non-ideal geometry of the rolling scheme, surface effects, some fraction of lowquality measurements by high values of the tilt angle ȥ. Nevertheless, the pairwise similarity of odd and even quadrants in above-presented PPF as well as the symmetry of correlation diagrams in Fig. 11 are quite evident, though can be stated only to some approximation.
PPF 2T hkl reveals an anisotropy of elastic deformation of grains d hkl (\M)/d av along axes <hkl> due to action of residual microstresses. It is follows from consideration of PPF 2T hkl (or PPF 'd hkl /d av ) for deformed materials, that the interplanar spacing d hkl changes continuously by passing from one region of PF{hkl} to another, differing in the orientation of reflecting planes. Hence, the concept of interplanar spacing -especially, as applied to deformed samples -has a sense only on condition that it is determined as a distribution.
The revealed mode of residual microstress equilibrium in deformed metal materials could not be predicted on the basis of some speculative model. This equilibrium realizes due to opposite elastic deformation of crystallites with mutually symmetric orientations in a volume, containing their statistically significant amount. A regular system in microstress distribution proves to be evident only in the orientation space, that is by systematization of this distribution on the basis of criterion, connected with grain orientations.
SUMMARY
1. The lattice condition in rolled metal materials is characterized by the very wide spectrum of elastic microstrains, and their distribution in the orientation space as well as the mode of microstress equilibrium depend on the character of the rolling texture.
2. For simple textures the following modes of microstress equilibrium were revealed: breaking of texture maxima into halves with opposite signs of elastic deformation, predominance of one-sign elastic deformation within different texture maxima, development of stretched zones with opposite signs of elastic microstresses at slopes of texture maxima.
3. The distribution of lattice elastic microstrains in rolled metal materials shows a crosswise pattern, that is alternation of quadrants with predominance of elastic extension or elastic compression, providing an equilibrium of microstresses relative to the symmetry planes in the rolling scheme.
4. The equilibrium of elastic microstresses in textured metal materials realizes in such a manner, that for each grain with the crystalline lattice, extended along axis <hkl> by (+H), there is its pair with the symmetric orientation, where along axis <hkl> the crystalline lattice is compressed by (-H).
5. The principal character of the microstress distribution can be inherited by phase transformation.
6. Recrystallization removes traces of previous rolling in the distribution of elastic microstrains, though even in recrystallized samples by some grain orientations these microstrains attain rather high values, comparable with those for as-rolled samples.
